
Ignatian Sports Reports (Boys)  
Term 1, Week 5 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Badminton Austin Waugh Open B Def by St Peter's 2 - 10 
A wonderful start to the season, with everyone putting in all their efforts to show their 
potential. With some wonderful rallies and brilliant sportsmanship, it was obvious that the 
talent is still there, and with a few refinements, they can be a force to be reckoned with.  

Badminton Michael Kolisnyk Open C Def by Glenunga 2 - 8 

Despite being a grueling match everyone was in pretty high spirits. I believe everyone was 
the best player for showing dedication in what is normally a less-enthusiastic first game of 
the season. So: I thank Tristan Lobo, Nick Jaksa, Haider Maghazaji, Ewan McClure and Luca 
Vozzo, each for providing a highlight in their own way. 

Badminton Josh Winkler Middle B Def  Immanuel 5 - 4 Extremely close match, two thirds of the games went to three sets. 

Badminton 
Tyler Bogan & 
Arron Nguyen 

Middle C Def  Rostrevor 
8 - 5 
2 - 5 

All players played exceptionally well, with the majority of singles and doubles matches 
ending in victory, only losing 2.5 rubbers. The boys’ enthusiasm really shone through and 
they really showed it on the court after weeks of not being able to play real matches due to 
covid.  Despite this being Tommy Guo’s first match for the school, being in year 7, he played 
phenomenally in his singles, winning both sets 21 – 1 and 21- 3. He also played very well in 
his doubles game with Isaiah Goh, winning 21 – 5 in both sets.  

Cricket Mr Grundy Middle A Def by St Peter's 
8/87 
5/97  

In a very close run chase, St Peter’s managed to hold on and take a few late wickets. Liam 
Murphy wicket kept exceptionally well and delivered 3 stumpings out of our 5 wickets. He 
also opened the batting and made a hard fought 23. The Year 8 boys playing their first 
Middle A game all contributed well, particularly Henry Fidock with the bat and William 
Greene with the ball. Our bowling was a little erratic, but Mani Armitage, Kacper Jachacy 
and Henry Bauze delivered excellent pace that had St Peter’s openers batting with caution. 
Looking forward to playing PAC after the long weekend break. 

Cricket Sean Keenihan 7A Def St Paul's 
86 
75 

With a number of players making their debut for Ignatius, a new-look Wolves team bowled 
first on a damp Atkinson pitch.  Nick, Tom and Gabriel (who were working on developing 
their games in the adjacent nets with Mr Dinon) very generously contributed as substitute 
fielders to a COVID impacted fielding unit ensuring a high quality, all round fielding 
effort.   As the pitch dried out, our bowlers really found their rhythm restricting St Pauls to 
75 from the allotted 25 overs. 
In response, straight out of the gates, Myles put the pressure on a very competitive St Paul’s 
bowling attack playing shots all around the ground.  Supported by a top order who each 
looked very composed against good bowling, we were most of the way to the victory target 
at drinks.  A few unlucky dismissals after drinks created some interest, but Joseph and Raf 
got us home with plenty of balls and wickets to spare.  



While there is plenty to improve on as the boys come to better understand each others’ 
games, it was a really encouraging first-up hit out with everyone contributing to a solid team 
effort. 
Myles C – 33 and a wicket 

Raf S, Joseph H, Sivank P - 1 wicket each 

Tennis 
Seb Flock & Luke 

Ciccozzi 
Drive Def Blackfriars 

9 - 0 
54 - 3 

A really good start to the season, its great to see positive and motivated attitudes out on 

court- this is a really good sign for the rest of the year for our campaign to get back into 

division 1! 

Tennis Ted Davies Open B1 Def by PAC 2 - 7 
A very strong PAC outfit, yet the boys showed great fight. The team all contributed well and 
I personally felt the score like didn’t represent how we played. In particular, Charlie Slee 
played some good tennis, along with Gintus who fought hard. 

Tennis Mr Fletcher Open C 
Drew 
with 

CBC  

Nickels was undefeated for the day, with a marathon singles match that lasted almost an 

hour. Due to the small number of opposition, not all players got two matches, however, the 

team proved flexible and displayed the Ignatian value of humble in victory. 

Doubles: Nickels/Miller 6-2, Nagy/King 2-6,  

Singles: Dawson 6-1, Scinto 3-6, Nickels 7-5 

Tennis 
Jackson 

Centenera 
Middle A Def by St Peter's 4 - 54 

It was a dewy Saturday morning, approximately 18 degrees (felt like 17 degrees), as the 

boys kicked off their first game of the season on the synthetic courts at SIC. The sun was 

out, however, it had been raining the night before so the ball was still a little heavy. 

Unfortunately, due to Covid’s recent rampage through the year 9s, we were put on the back 

foot from the get-go and left short-handed with no Colegate or Lupoi. This forced Lyall to 

play up at the four with Klomp whilst dynamic duo, La and Calo continued with business as 

usual. The poised and experienced St Peter’s team then capitalised on our team's Round 

One discombobulation and take out both our doubles and singles matches in straight sets. 

The boys fought hard and were humble in defeat. We will now reset and hit the deck on 

Monday, working through our weakness and discussing what we did well and what we can 

do better. 

Tennis Blake Ferraro Middle A1 Def Pembroke 6 - 4 

The first game of the season saw us matching up against a talented Pembroke side. Starting 

the morning with singles, each match started off close, with high-quality rallies being played 

across the board. Fortunately, the boys were able to gain the upper hand in most matches 

and we took a 5-2 lead into the doubles. Fraser and Henry managed to secure our only win 

in doubles which helped us start the season off with a strong win and give hope for what is 

to come.  

Tennis Adam Watts Middle B1 Def by Pembroke 3 - 6 

Great effort from the team against a solid opposition. Most matches were fairly close each 
rally, with many games going to deuce multiple times, but unfortunately Pembroke 
managed to slip away with more wins than losses at the end of each game to win the 
morning overall. Special mention to Antoine and Agamnoor, who won their doubles 6-2, as 
well as both winning their singles games 6-0. 
Doubles: Leo & Alexi 1-6, Aryan & Diako 2-6, Antoine & Agamnoor 6-0. 
Singles: Leo 2-6, Alexi 0-6, Aryan 1-6, Diako 4-6, Antoine 6-0, Agamnoor 6-0.  



Tennis 
Max Busato & 

Jack Sexton 
Middle C Def by Pembroke 

5 - 6 
40 - 47 

The Middle C1 team came up against a tough Pembroke team this week, unfortunately 
losing by a slim margin, 5 sets to 6. Everyone played a strong game with some great rallies 
and shots from all the boys. Well done to Hamish & Lennon (6-4) and Shudhit & Jacob (6-2) 
on their dominant doubles’ performances. In singles, Lennon (6-2), Shudhit (6-1) and Sage 
(6-2) consistently played some great shots and held their own to get impressive wins. A big 
thank you to all the players who turned up today and were happy to play only one set, due 
to Pembroke not having enough players.  

Tennis Mr Abela 7A Def by Scotch 2 - 10 

The team played extremely well in their first taste of competition for the year. They fought 
hard and were very competitive. We will now work on our positioning particularly in 
doubles and improving our serving. 
Doubles: J. Short/ H. Hodges 4-6, A. Klomp/ X. Keenihan 6-5, Z Silvestri/ L. Jackson 3-6,       A. 
Martini/ C. Chung 2-6 
Singles: J. Short 2-6, H. Hodges 1-6, A. Klomp 6-4, X. Keenihan 2-6, Z Silvestri 2-6, 
L. Jackson 3-6, A. Martini 0-6, C. Chung 5-6 

Volleyball Mr Harben Open B1 Def by Pedare 1 - 2 

This was an encouraging start to very much of a new era in Senior Boys Volleyball. Playing 4 

Year 11s and 4 Year 9s threw us in at the deep end with a very encouraging performance 

emerging. We were dwarfed by our opponents physically but played some tight team based 

volleyball. Serving was of a high standard and some pleasing setting also. At times we were 

caught on our heels and this is the major lesson to our new group. Well done to all against a 

highly accomplished opponent. 

Better players: Marcus Ottoway, Xanthus Pham, Caleb Kim 

Volleyball Mr Fazzini Open B2 1 Def by PAC 0 - 3 

A fairly disappointing start to the season. Admittedly the boys didn’t have much time on the 
court at training and were a little rusty. Our serves let us down giving away far too many 
cheap points. I also was a little disappointed in their general play. Too many tried to win the 
point by themselves on the first hit instead of playing like a team and using our 3 touches. 
Our setting needs a fair bit of work as when we did set it was far too close to the net. Very 
little communication was used during play. We will need to get out at training this week and 
really work hard. We also need to improve our concentration during matches as this is what 
cost us the third set as we were in complete control and let it slip. 

Volleyball Fr Tanaya SJ Open B2 3 Def SIC B4 2 - 1 

The team started rather sluggishly in the first set, with problems in serving and 
communicating. Rising up to the challenge, all team members persevered in the second set 
and stole the show. They improved in communicating, making use of 3 hits, and blocking 
some spikes at the net. Alan and Jonno are particularly commended for demonstrating 
resilience and improvement during the game. 20-25, 25-20, 25-15. 

Volleyball Mr Wentzel Open B2 4 Def by SIC B3 1 - 2 

The B2#4 team begun with a very good lead in the opening game. As the afternoon 
progressed, the opposition slowly improved. We held the first game, however the 
opposition's progress continued at a similar rate through the second and third game slowly 
extending their lead to a 1-2 loss. Our team was made up of four members from our team 
and four members from another team this week, but all boys played well together with 
unfamiliar arrangements. They were positive, kept their chins up, were supportive of each 
other and should be congratulated on the efforts that they put in to the belated season 
opener. 



Volleyball Nik Villios Middle A2 Def by SIC B1 0 - 3 

It was a good start from the team as a newly formed unit. 
Promising signs from some of the players, especially from Max McCormack who was 
constantly backing up his team mates and controlling the net. 
Harry McCarthy had a great run of serves which helped the score line. 
Although losing 3-0, the players pulled it together at the end to give them something to 
build from going forward. 

Volleyball Mr Schapel Middle B1 Def SIC A2 3 - 0 

Both teams played well, however the Middle B team gained a quick lead in the first set, with 
Marcus playing all positions and serving well, Toombi, Alex, Lucas and Kacper all playing well 
together and making some excellent plays. The Middle A’s late comeback was not enough 
and the B’s won the first set 25-16. Having worked well together, the B’s again managed 
some excellent plays and a mid game break, winning the second set with Marcus spiking the 
ball at the net to win the match point 25-13. 

Volleyball Mrs John Middle C Def by Pedare 2 - 1 

Saint Ignatius Middle C was unable to secure a win, being defeated by Pedare, 2 sets to 1. 
Despite being defeated the boys demonstrated great teamwork and communication during 
some long rallies. Also, a specific mention needs to be made to Kavisha Halahakoom who 
led the team this week, and encouraged and motivated the players to do their best in each 
set. All players demonstrated fantastic teamwork and displayed exemplary sportsmanship 
towards their opponents.  
A fantastic effort. Good luck next week! 

Volleyball Lauren Schell Middle C1 Def by SIC C2 0 - 3 

Today’s game was a great start to the season! The first set we got off to a bit of a rocky start 
which is expected as most of the boys haven’t played together before. In the second set the 
boys worked as a team better which was great to see. The set was closer but unfortunately 
we just missed out. The third set also got away from us but it was good to see the 
encouragement throughout the game. Promising first game boys, looking forward to the 
rest of the season! 

Volleyball 
Stefan 

D'Annunzio 
Middle C2 Def SIC C1 3 - 0 

For not playing together before or having played the sport before, I was incredibly proud of 
the team for what they achieved. There were some great passages of play which the team 
excelled in. The boys won this week with the help of a few of the older boys but overall, 
impressed with the first game. Great serving from Troy and good spiking from Simar. 

Water Polo Nat Swan Open A Def by St Peter's 3-9 
The boys put in a big effort against St Peters, but it was clear that they were a  little rusty 
since it was their first game of the season. They managed to get 3 goals overall yet, due to 
some penalty goals and occasional lack of defence, Saints boys ended up the winners. 

 

  



Ignatian Sports Reports (Girls)  
Term 1, Week 5 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Basketball Emma Carey Middle B Def SAC 54 - 14 

With only 4 players for their first game as a team, the girls played an incredible game. Every 
single player worked extra hard to make up for being one player short and they supported 
and encouraged each other the whole time. Their defensive pressure kept SAC from scoring 
for both the 2nd and 3rd quarters and their consistent accuracy down the court and in 
attack resulted in a very high scoring game. The girls should be super proud and keen for the 
rest of the season! 

Basketball 
Lauren Palumbo 

& Mason 
Manning 

Middle C2 Def SAC 50 - 8 

This week saw the Middle C1 girls play a dominating first game of the year - or of basketball, 
for some! - against Saint Aloysius. Although many of the girls had never played together 
before, they were able to work exceptionally well as a team, passing the ball efficiently, and 
adopting different roles and finding their positioning on the court. Thanks to this, their solid 
shooting, and their continued intensity and pressure on the ball (despite having no subs), 
the girls were all able to score, maintain and regain possession of the ball, and transition the 
ball smoothly down the court, throughout the game. Special mentions go to Montana Page-
Marranya for her dribbling skills and extreme pressure on the ball, and to Ailish O’Callaghan 
for her sharp shooting and rebounding skills. 

Tennis Mr D'Onofrio Senior A1 Def SHC 5-1 

A great way to start our long-awaited season with a comprehensive victory. All the girls 
played well, and we have great depth in our squad this year which all augurs well for 
hopefully a successful season. 
Special mention to our new players this year Krisha Baxi and Catherine Liu who both had 
great games. 
Doubles: L. Doyle/G. Carter 6-2, O. Innes/K. Baxi 6-1 
Singles: L. Doyle 6-4, G. Carter 6-0, O. Innes 4-6, C. Liu 6-0 

Tennis Melissa Busato Senior A2 Def by SIC B1 
2 - 4 

22 - 30 

First match of the season and the girls came out strong in what turned out to be a close 
match.  
The opposition put up a great fight to secure a well-deserved win.  All the singles matches 
were close with the girls making the other team, work for the win. Special mention to 
Cathryn and Eliza who both secured wins in their singles matches. 

Tennis Stella Waugh Senior B1 Def SIC A2 4 - 2 

Our girls demonstrated a great performance. Amazing purposeful strokes from Marla who 
played 1st singles serving confidently, achieving a fantastic result. Doubles of Stefania & Ella 
battled hard with good serves & volleys to win. Olivia played with solid well-placed shots to 
win both singles & doubles. Charlotte & Ella fought hard in singles . Proud of our girls’ 
efforts! Marla played her personal best today with accurate hard hitting shots and won her 
singles 6-1 convincingly & doubles 6-4. She was in top form! 
 



Singles: 6-1, 6-4, 2-6, 4-6 
Doubles: 6-4, 6-1 

Tennis Mrs Capitaine Senior B2 Def by SIC Middle A1 2 - 4 
Beautiful weather and great opposition. Girls played well but were no match for the A1 
team. 

Tennis Mr Picca Middle A1 Def SIC Senior B2 
4 - 2 

29 - 12  

 A brilliant display by the Junior Girls in their first match. Ada Comin and Janice Li were 
outstanding in their doubles and singles matches winning 6-0 on each occasion. Phoebe 
Doyle battled hard to win 6-4 in her singles match and Lucy Scalzi improved on her 
backhand strokes. Overall the team worked very hard to get this season off to a winning 
start.  

Tennis Yasmin Luu Middle B1 Def SDPC 
5 - 1 

31 - 16 

What a fantastic start to the season! The girls all played wonderfully today and should be 
very proud of their efforts. Both the singles and doubles were very exciting to watch, with 
numerous rallies being played out. Additionally, the girls utilised the space on the court very 
well, which I was happy to see. I’m very much looking forward to the rest of the season! 
Millie Eddington – demonstrated a strong performance in both her singles and doubles, by 
maintaining excellent consistency throughout both matches. 

Tennis Mr Donato Middle C2 Def SIC C1 Forfeit 

The girls played the other Saint Ignatius team who had a few absent players with great 
enthusiasm and enjoyment. A great result for our first hit-out and with a few players 
unavailable. Well done girls! Zoe Yang teamed up for two doubles matches with Stephanie 
Priest and Jesse Wang, winning both matches 6:1 and 6:4 respectively, as well as her singles 
match 6:3. 

Touch Ms Morrish Middle B Def by SHC 0 - 3 

The girls should be very proud of their efforts and performance in their first game together. 
Their defensive pressure was a highlight as they denied the opposition many possible 
scoring opportunities. Offensively, the team demonstrated a solid foundation upon which 
we can build the season on and develop our ability to balance building momentum down 
the field with taking advantage of gaps in the defence to create scoring opportunities. What 
was most pleasing was the girls' ability to receive and implement feedback, shown with the 
ground gained by initiating the touch following half time. Across the season our focus will be 
improving our decision making and communication as a team.  
Best player: Leni Fendt 

Volleyball Mr Passaniti Senior A1 Def SDPC 3 - 0 

It was very satisfying to finally play even though circumstances meant that some regular 
starters were missing.  Our opposition were gracious in providing us with a fill-in player for 
the first set which we won 25- 20. We had a full compliment of players for the second set 
and after trailing early, held our composure, played some excellent attacking shots and won 
impressively 25-15. For the last few points of the third set we benefited again from having a 
player from St Dominic’s join us, winning 17-13. The game was played in lovely spirit. Great 
work by Amelia, Monique and Sophie and special mention to Maria Ma, Jorja Mediati and 
Wanika Gordo who played their first game for the A’s this week and really looked at home 
at this level.  

Volleyball 
Stefan 

D'Annunzio 
Senior B2 Def Pedare 3-0  

Brilliant Serving from Zoe, aced about 5 serves in one set, Great setting from all the girls but 
in particular, Casey. Game was a bit of a rocky start but showed our dominance as the game 
progressed and came through with the win. Great sportsmanship from both schools and 
was a great game to watch. 



Volleyball Lauren Baso Senior C3 Def by Kildare 2 
1 - 2 

50 - 69 

The girls unfortunately started slow, only managing nine points in the first set against a 
more composed opposition. In the second set, the girls gained their composure and were 
able to utilise their three hits to challenge their opponents, however, it was not enough to 
deter Kildare who fought to claim the set 16-25. Admirably, despite the results of the first 
two sets, the girls remained positive and enthusiastic. The final set saw the girls serve 
brilliantly, consistently support one another, and use the court space to their advantage, 
which allowed them to take the third and final set 25-19.  
Best Players: Elle and Lia  

Volleyball Lauren Baso Senior C4 Def by Kildare 1 
1 - 2 

65 - 68 

The first match of the season saw the girls play with remarkable structure and composure. 
The contest was consistently tight, with no more than four points separating the two teams 
throughout the game. The girls remained focused and supportive of one another, and their 
enthusiasm never wavered. Unfortunately, spatial awareness of the court and unfamiliarity 
with net-work saw the opposition take advantage to claim the first and second set 23-25 
and 26-28 respectively. To the girls credit, they left the previous score-lines in the past and 
turned their focus to the third and final set. Great serving, support, and contribution from 
the whole team saw them overcome their more distracted opposition to take the final set 
16-15.   
Best Player: Mackensie  

Volleyball Jordan Hedley Senior C5 Def MMC 3 - 0 

Today Ignatius’ senior C5 won three sets against Mary MacKillop College C2 who obtained 
zero sets. The final score was 75-48 points defeating MMC. There were 7 players present 
today the name of those who were present are as follows: Gabriella Picariello, Sarah De 
Conno, Kayla Symonds, Inara Lang, Rosie Broikos, Olivia De Angelis and Livinia Noack. The 
two best players for this game would be Gabriella, with consistent hits and some solid 
spikes, and Rosie and Inara with solid consistent serves.  

Volleyball Ms C Prior Middle B Def Cardijn 
3 - 0  

70 - 56 

The focus for this first game of the season was on starting well and finishing well.  Students 
approached their game with determination and excitement.  Although Cardijn started off 
strong, our girls persevered to claim the first set 26 to 24 with excellent, low serves, clear 
communication and sharing the ball around the court.  This early win motivated students to 
persist with a desire to be the victors.  Winning the second set 25 to 17 and the third 19 to 
15.    
Awesome game play between Mackenzie Holder and Sarah Scalzi.   
Excellent interaction between all players – great communication on court and sharing of the 
ball. 

Volleyball Mr Fazzini Middle C2 Def Kildare 5 3 - 0 

What a great performance for the first match of the season. The whole team played 
extremely well. Some excellent serving from Eugena and Criselda gave us some easy points, 
Janice was excellent close to the net and kept us in many points, Nathalia was a real livewire 
around the court and Lucy and Hannah never gave up. 

Volleyball Lauren Baso Middle C3 Def Kildare 4 
2 - 1 

67 - 44 

In a serve oriented game, the girls played effortlessly, consistently producing strong serves 
with great positioning and displaying great teamwork and support for one another; which 
ultimately allowed them to take the first set 25-15. The girls had another fast start in the 
second set, however, a change of structure from the opposition saw them begin to return 
the ball which the girls were not expecting; allowing Kildare to gain momentum and steal 



the set 17-25. With the match on the line, the girls composed themselves and with an 
impressive run of more than 17 serves from Elin, the girls ended the match on the perfect 
note by comprehensively claiming the final set 25-4.  
Best Players: Elin and Janice 

Volleyball Isaiah Greco Middle C4 Def  Marryatville 5  3-0 

The girls came onto the court full of energy and excitement to start the season, quickly 
taking the lead. The team’s serving was strong and consistent throughout the entirety of the 
match, along with some great 3-hit returns off of the opponents’ serve. The team’s digs 
were high and deep, allowing them to control the flow of the match, and play at their pace. 
Overall, the girls went out onto the court and gave it their all, coming away with a well-
deserved win. 

Volleyball Mr Bauze Middle C5 Def by Marryatville 4 0 - 3 

The Middle School C5 girls played their first game together and did themselves proud. 
Whilst we were unable to come away with the win, the girls fought hard and improved with 
every set. Great serving by Martha and Chelsea helped get us even and even in front at 
times but the strength of the Marryatville team won out in the end. Excellent voice from 
Madeleine, Lily H and Ella. Great digs from Leah and Willa and excellent net play from Portia 
gives us a strong base with which to work going forward. Go Iggies! 

Water Polo Jono Nguyen Senior B Def Mercedes 2 11 - 5 

A great first game of the year from all members of the team defeating rivals Mercedes 11-5, 
with two players making their debut. Congratulations to Sienna and Jessica. The game 
started with 2 goals from the opposition but 4 goals from Grace put us back in the game and 
helped us power forward for a win. 

 

 


